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Talk to Scandit for more  
Last Mile insights 
Find out how Scandit Smart Data Capture can provide  
real-time control of delivery operations and introduce  
more speed and simplicity.

DISCOVER MORE

Scandit’s Smart Data Capture platform enables 
smart devices to simplify and automate tasks like van 
loading, proof of delivery or power PUDO workflows, 
all with unmatched speed, accuracy, and intelligence. 

Contact us:

Worldwide: +41 44 586 4540  
USA: (415) 528 5050 
www.scandit.com/contact-us

WITHOUT SCANDIT SMART 
DATA CAPTUREWITH SCANDIT SMART DATA CAPTURE

Parcel Inventory Check
Build an instant inventory list 
with MatrixScan. Just point the 
smart device camera at the 
parcels and it will be created. 

Lost Time
Check the identification 
manually. Run the risk of losing 
time with manual entries or 
false parsings. 

Manual Data Entry
Each parcel has to be scanned 
individually, taking additional 
time and taking the employee 
away from other tasks like 
serving customers. 

At the PUDO Point

Close

12:00

Done

74% of customers prioritize delivery 
most in the online shopping experience.74%

Convey, Inc. 2018

ID Verification on Pick Up
Employees can use ID Scanning 
capability on a smart device to 
scan drivers licenses and other 
identity documents. 

At the Depot
WITHOUT SCANDIT SMART 

DATA CAPTUREWITH SCANDIT SMART DATA CAPTURE

WITHOUT SCANDIT SMART 
DATA CAPTUREWITH SCANDIT SMART DATA CAPTURE

Lose Time Without 
Batch Scanning
Pick, scan, deposit.  
Repeat all day.

Search for a Package
Pick, scan, search. No AR 
overlay means a surprise 
when a real-time change 
occurs. 

Worry About Delivery 
Information
Hope that all the delivery 
requirements are met and 
haven’t changed.

Contactless Delivery?
Leave the box and take a 
picture of the customer’s 
masked face. With no 
signature, you’re risking 
friendly fraud.

Driver Checks ID
The responsibility is on the 
driver to check the ID. This 
means they have to pick up 
the document as well as verify 
it themselves. 

Fast, Efficient Sorting
Hover over multiple barcodes 

at once to help sort parcels 
with incredible efficiency.

Fast Finds
Scan a parcel for real-time AR 

information. Access customer details, 
see real-time changes, find what’s next.

Search & Find Parcels with 
AR Overlays 

Scandit MatrixScan scans barcodes 
on multiple parcels at once to find 
and highlight the “special” package 

via an augmented reality (AR) overlay.

Load Your Truck for Efficiency 
Scan many parcels with a single scan and 
see at once if your loading list has been 
fully scanned.

70% of shoppers expect to be able to 
make an in-transit routing change.

Waste Time Searching 
for Special Parcels
Without an AR overlay, good 
luck finding that ONE package 
by scanning every barcode.

Guess, Load, Hope
If you can’t load the van by 
route, add searching time for 
each stop.

On the Road

Last Mile Deliveries: Two Journeys  
Scandit Smart Data Capture (With and Without)
Scandit-powered mobile apps turn smart devices into powerful time and labor 
savers. They help optimize end-to-end processes and improve productivity. 
Here’s how Scandit Smart Data Capture can make the last mile more profitable.
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Special Delivery Information
One quick scan reveals real-time  issues, 

requirements or special information 
needed before delivering a package.

ADDRESS UPDATED
NEW YORK 10106

REROUTE

Contactless Deliveries
Customers can use a Contactless Proof of 

Delivery web app to scan a package and sign 
on their own device. Drivers can also scan a 

barcode or ID, take a photo or confirm proof 
of delivery - all on one smart device.

Age Verified Delivery
A scan of the delivery label alerts the 
driver that it needs age-verification. They 
contactlessly scan the customers’ drivers 
license, which confirms they are over-18. 

Convey, Inc. 2018

Estimated time drivers 
on delivery are not 
driving and are instead 
seeking packages for 
the next delivery.

40-60%

Logistics Viewpoints 2020
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https://www.instagram.com/scandit/
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